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CyberLogitec, a subsidiary of EUSU HOLDINGS that is a provider of maritime, 
port/terminal, and logistics technologies, has announced the launch of 

offering Data Integration services via SmartLink, in line with the current 
industry trend of transitioning to online trade transactions via blockchain-

based electronic bill of lading processes. 

According to CyberLogitec, when firms start on automation efforts, they 
frequently experience issues in defining the scope or are concerned about the 

expenses. In response to the problems, CyberLogitec is providing data 
integration services to aid businesses. 

Furthermore, customers could connect not only EDI but also API with various 

authentication methods such as Oauth 2.0, Bearer Token, and so on by 
utilizing SmartLink's data integration service, and enhanced efficiency and 
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cost reduction could be achieved through the adoption of document & system 

automation through electronic process integration. 

Due to the limited readability of the previously used EDI, an API connection is 
required to access the Bills of Landing platform (eBL) service in Global 

Shipping Business Network (GSBN), CyberPort. On the other side, 
CyberLogitec's SmartLink solution would enable quick and easy data 

integration with logistics partners such as online platforms, customs 
declarations, warehouses, and so on. 

Despite the fact that these online platforms involve difficult processes, such 

as blockchain security verification, many shipping liners and logistics 
organizations across the world have already used them. 

Data integration aids in the management of all parts of the logistics industry, 

such as signing up for online platforms, processing shipments, dealing with 
electronic data, completing customs paperwork, and tracking goods. It is 
well-known for providing real-time job processing via data links with partners 

and clients. 

They also forecast vessel arrival times by leveraging real-time links between 
AIS data and shipping liner data to aid logistics stakeholders in determining 

the estimated arrival date of their cargo. 

It is difficult to integrate many systems from shipping liner/customs/warehou
se/customer's ERP in accordance with marine and logistics procedures, 

however, SmartLink's main benefit is that it can interface data from multiple 
systems in one place. 

Because general IT services typically cause issues in marine and logistics 

processes owing to their complicated and difficult-to-understand nature, 
CyberLogitec, which has extensive expertise in many projects, may ensure 

problem-free processing. Furthermore, a 24/7 helpdesk is available anytime 
and from any location, according to a statement. 

CyberLogitec stated that a free trial of SmartLink's data integration solution 

and numerous payment alternatives, such as document-based and monthly 
fees are available. 

 


